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Effect Innovation 
 

Use Direct Outcomes to Enhance the Success of Consultants and Their Clients 
 
 

Thomas J. Buckholtz 
 
 
 

Reuse 
 
 
What can people achieve, after a consulting engagement segment based on Direct Outcomes? 
 

 Consultants’ clients continue to increase their consciousness and success regarding what they 
attempt to achieve, what they achieve, and how they innovate. 

 Consultants obtain endorsements and follow-on business. 

 Other people learn of, use, benefit from, and propagate Direct Outcomes checklists. 

 Dr. Thomas J. Buckholtz enjoys knowing Direct Outcomes helps catalyze widespread 
improvement in results and effectiveness. 

 
 

Outcomes 
 
 
What can people achieve, directly from an innovation-focused engagement segment based on Direct 
Outcomes? 
 

 Clients “think well and do great.”  In particular, clients … 

 Develop and sustain beneficial innovation programs. 

 Identify issues. 

 Pinpoint, communicate, and achieve solutions to problems. 

 Create and capture opportunities. 

 Consultants “gain impact and save time” by using Direct Outcomes checklists. 
 
 
What are some examples of success? 
 

I have used [State Progress] in shifting from a paper-based publication to Web publication and 
knowledge management strategy.  [State Progress] has sharpened my perception of organizations 
and how they operate. 
- Wayne Hanson, Senior Executive Editor, Center for Digital Government, e.Republic, Inc. 
 
I recommend the [State Progress] technique for any business executive who understands the value of 
effective communication and decision making.  …  Having a simple structure to work with has proven 
invaluable.  I recommend taking the time to discover this valuable tool for yourself. 
- Mike Grove, CEO, Open Country 
 
I was looking for help in how best to develop a business strategy.  Tom Buckholtz introduced me to 
Direct Outcomes; and through working with the [State Styles] and [State Progress] tools I was able to 
tear down the curtain around my comfort zone and rewire my brain’s thinking process to determine 
solution sets and best outcomes.  When recently asked to take on additional responsibilities at my 
firm, I turned to Direct Outcomes to help me prepare a leadership plan that will build support for the 
financial advisors and help them optimize their services to clients. 
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- Ronald Mullins, Branch Manager, a global financial services company 
 
As an Executive Coach, I found Tom’s [State Progress checklist] to be extremely effective.  This 
deceptively simple model allows complex ideas to hit home.  My clients have received greater clarity 
due to the model.  In one case, an executive who struggled with delegating realized where he was 
wasting time and more importantly, learned where to focus his time.  A second client noted that it was 
more effective than management books he has read.  I love this model for moving clients along their 
path quickly. 
- Sylvia FerroNyalka, PCC, President, Success Resources Inc. 
 
The [State Progress] concept espoused by Dr. Buckholtz as part of his [Direct Outcomes] techniques 
has had significant impact on me while designing our standard-setting Maestro Business Model.  
What makes it compelling is both its conceptual framework and practical-tool powers to solve 
business issues.  
- Victor Joshi, Managing Partner, Macho 2 Maestro Coaching LLC 
 
Tom Buckholtz helped us to shape our value proposition by asking the right questions and by making 
the right comparisons.  Our company’s executive summary was much improved.  Good advice 
doesn’t require much time in the context of powerful tools.  And Tom has a large toolbox with 
methods that he brilliantly applies. 
- Erland Wittkotter, CEO, SlySE Technologies Inc. 
 
I used the [State Progress] tool to describe how we should structure a technical evaluation of our 
software by a customer. 
- A student in a leadership and innovation class 
 
I got the R&D team to understand how working on my project would help its own goals. 
- A student in a leadership and innovation class 
 
Direct Outcomes tools provide means for analyzing needs for building our coalition and for increasing 
awareness of possibly hostile coalitions, allowing for contingency planning or outreach efforts.  
Emphasis in Direct Outcomes on Reuse has made me see this entire endeavor in the context of what 
will persist once the particular issue of … is resolved. 
- A student in a leadership and innovation class 
 
A consultant recommended customer- and investor-centric marketing themes and text to a startup, 
after a one-hour product demonstration and a few hours of work based on one Direct Outcomes 
checklist.  The startup used the themes and text. 

 
 

Actions 
 
 
How can people achieve outcomes? 
 

 People use Direct Outcomes checklists to gain vital insight regarding, for example, “what we need 
to do,” “how well we do it or should do it,” “who best should do it,” and “what impact it will have.” 

 Clients learn, use, and benefit from Direct Outcomes via workshops, books, consultants’ 
coaching, people teaching their colleagues, and people teaching themselves.  People can learn 
the checklists … 

 While addressing mission-specific challenges and creating mission-specific opportunities. 

 Through activities that offer choices of types of work to which to apply Direct Outcomes. 

 Consultants and trainers learn and benefit from Direct Outcomes via workshops, books, train-the-
trainer programs, and self-teaching. 
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 Tom Buckholtz can provide some of the workshops.  He wrote fundamental materials, including 
Direct Outcomes books. 

 
 
In what work can people achieve success? 
 

The following figure notes 4 “endeavor elements” (Effects, Agendas, Potential, and Programs) and 
various “pursuits.”  People can use Direct Outcomes to innovate throughout the endeavor elements 
and pursuits. 

 

Effects … 

 Describe outcomes 

 Measure results 

 Achieve results 

 Other (Specify.): 
Agendas … 

 Achieve buy-in 

 Communicate intent 

 Establish direction 

 Develop perspective 

 Learn intent 

 Other (Specify.): 
Potential … 

 Effect teamwork 

 Work with clients 

 Work with providers 

 Form coalitions 

 Structure, merge, or 
split organizations 

 Motivate participants 

 Effect staffing 

 Effect learning  

 Effect careers 

 Deploy methods or 
systems 

 Free up time 

 Other (Specify.): 
Programs … 

 Implement decisions 

 Make decisions 

 Effect leadership 

 Catalyze innovation 

 Delegate authority 

 Manage risk 

 Effect financial success 

 Create products or 
services 

 Market products or 
services 

 Sell products or 
services 

 Negotiate agreements 

 Manage projects 

 Delegate work 

 Accomplish work 

 Streamline work 

 Acquire products or 
services 

 Other (Specify.): 

 
 

Assumptions 
 
 
What perspective has been used to develop Direct Outcomes? 
 

 The following items summarize innovations Tom Buckholtz helped catalyze. 

 Create lines of business for a $1 billion business unit.  Meet profitability goals. 

 Save $100 million per year for a $6 billion company.  Increase productivity, innovation, 
and teamwork. 

 Pioneer 3 information technologies. 

 Establish 3 information-technology marketplace business practices. 

 Develop leading-edge business, engineering, and scientific software. 

 Improve governmental service (from all levels of government) for the American public. 

 Develop a “grassroots” line-of-business for a United States political party’s National 
Committee. 

 Preserve 7 kilometers of Pacific coastline. 

 Establish a new worldwide Rotary International service program. 

 Dr. Buckholtz hones Direct Outcomes checklists, programs, and materials based on people’s 
learning and using the checklists. 

 Tom deploys analytic skill fostered by the following education. 

 Earn a B.S. in mathematics from the California Institute of Technology. 

 Earn a Ph.D. in physics from the University of California, Berkeley. 

 Complete executive business administration programs at Stanford University and the 
University of Michigan. 
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Interactions 
 
 
How can we discuss your benefiting from Direct Outcomes? 
 

 Please follow up … 

 Contact Thomas J. (Tom) Buckholtz via telephone – 1 650.854.7552. 

 Contact Thomas J. Buckholtz via e-mail – Thomas.J.Buckholtz@gmail.com . 

 Read information at http://thomasjbuckholtz.wordpress.com . 

 Explore the book Create Crucial Insight – http://tinyurl.com/7eatrmj 
 
 

Resources 
 
 
What principle was used to organize this document? 
 

 Tom Buckholtz organized this document by using State Progress, a Direct Outcomes checklist. 
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